Noncoding RNAs and the control of hormonal signaling via nuclear receptor regulation.
Despite its identification over 100 years ago, new discoveries continue to add to the complexity of the regulation of the endocrine system. Today the nuclear receptors (NRs) that play such a pivotal role in the extensive communication networks of hormones and gene expression remain an area of intense research. By orchestrating core processes, from metabolism to organismal development, the gene expression programs they control are dependent on their cellular context, their own levels, and those of numerous co-regulatory proteins. A previously unknown component of these networks, noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) are now recognized as potent regulators of NR signaling, influencing receptor and co-factor levels and functions while being reciprocally regulated by the NRs themselves. This review explores the regulation enacted by microRNAs and long ncRNAs on NR function, using representative examples to show the varied roles of ncRNAs, in turn producing significant effects on the NR functional network in health and disease.